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ABSTRACT
The present study aims at a preliminary approach of multiradar compositing applied to the estimation of
the vertical structure of precipitation—an important issue for radar rainfall measurement and prediction.
During the HYDROMET Integrated Radar Experiment (HIRE’98), the vertical profile of reflectivity was
measured, on the one hand, with an X-band vertically pointing radar system, and, on the other hand, with
an X-band RHI scanning protocol radar. The analysis of the raw data highlights the effects of calibration
and attenuation problems affecting the measurements of both radar systems. Once the two radar systems
have been intercalibrated, various attenuation correction techniques are applied. The comparison of raw,
intercalibrated, and corrected radar measurements for the two radar systems stresses the importance of
calibration and attenuation correction. The applied corrections improve the consistency of the vertical
profile of reflectivity that is measured by the two radar systems. However, a significant uncertainty remains
when strong radar signal attenuations occur.
1. Introduction
The interpretation of the radar measurement in
terms of rainfall is complex because it depends on 1)
the rainfall variability at all scales (elementary scale of
the raindrops, radar resolution volume, storm, . . .), 2)
the detection domain, which is mainly defined by the
surrounding relief and land use (urbanization), and 3)
the parameters of the radar system employed. In moun-
tainous regions and/or in urban areas, the visibility
problem (2 above) is certainly an important limitation
to the implementation of S-band radar networks both
in economical and technical terms. On the other hand,
working at shorter wavelengths (C or X band) adds
undesirable attenuation effects that are particularly dif-
ficult to cope with. It is anticipated that to solve the
rainfall estimation problem in such “rugged” areas, a
broad variety of radar systems having different param-
eters (wavelength, scanning strategy, . . .) will be de-
ployed, with an increasing spatial density, in the future.
From this perspective, multiradar rainfall estimation is
certainly an important subject that requires investiga-
tion. It is also a very difficult problem because calibra-
tion, space–time sampling, attenuation, vertical profile
of reflectivity (VPR), and relief-induced errors are
likely to introduce many inconsistencies between the
available radar datasets. The following two approaches
may be envisaged.
• The first is to process each radar dataset individually
using physically based correction schemes in order to
develop hydrological products for each radar prior to
their spatial merging. This merging could be based,
for instance, on quality-control methods relying on in
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situ measurements. This is the manner in which radar
composites are presently established for operational
radar networks.
• The second approach consists of the simultaneous
use of the raw datasets in order to maximize the in-
formation that is available at a given point in space
for rain-rate estimation; an example of this approach
could be the use of volumetric data from two radar
systems to improve the VPR estimation in their over-
lapping detection domains. This “early merging” ap-
proach is also suited to radar configurations involving
very different scanning strategies (e.g., a conven-
tional scanning radar and a vertically pointing radar).
The present paper offers a preliminary contribution to
this topic with a multiradar measurement configuration
implemented during the HYDROMET Integrated Ra-
dar Experiment (HIRE’98; Uijlenhoet et al. 1999) in
Marseille, France. The main objective of the work is to
provide reliable estimates of the vertical structure of
intense Mediterranean precipitation. The knowledge of
the VPR is certainly a very important issue for radar
rain measurement (Joss and Waldvogel 1990; Fabry
and Zawadzki 1995; Pellarin et al. 2002; Berne et al.
2004) and prediction. Two X-band radar systems, sepa-
rated by 11 km, with one operating in vertical mode and
the other in range–height indicator (RHI) mode in the
direction of the vertically pointing radar, provide 1D
and 2D vertical cuts of the atmosphere that will be
presented in section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the de-
scription of the models that are used to parameterize
the drop size distribution (DSD) and the relationships
between the bulk radar observables at attenuating
wavelengths. A presentation of various attenuation cor-
rection schemes developed in previous work (Marzoug
and Amayenc 1994; Serrar et al. 2000; Vignal et al.
2003) is also given. In section 4, calibration and attenu-
ation corrections are performed accordingly for the two
radar systems. In section 5, the efficiency of these cor-
rections is assessed using the height–time indicators
(HTIs) estimated separately. Our conclusions and per-
spectives are reported in section 6.
2. Dataset
a. The HYDROMET Integrated Radar Experiment
The HYDROMET project, funded by the Environ-
ment Program of the European Union, gathered 12 sci-
entific groups from six European countries (France,
Greece, Italy, Slovenia, Spain, and the United King-
dom). The main objective was to promote the hydro-
logical applications of weather radar, through the de-
velopment of real-time flood forecasting systems, based
on optimized weather radar data and various rainfall-
runoff models. A major step in this project was the
organization of a joint radar hydrological field experi-
ment—HIRE’98. The objectives of this experiment
were to share and to integrate the respective works and
sensors of the project members for the improvement of
radar data quality and urban hydrological modeling
(Uijlenhoet et al. 1999).
The HIRE’98 experiment took place from 1 Septem-
ber to 30 November 1998 in Marseille. Because of its
interesting hydrometeorological environment and in-
frastructure, this town was selected as the experimental
site. Marseille is located on the French Mediterranean
coast (Fig. 1). The Mediterranean climate is character-
ized by a dry summer and severe thunderstorms, which
occur around the end of summer and the beginning of
autumn. Marseille has an annual rain total of approxi-
mately 550 mm, falling in about 100 h. There are typi-
cally about 10 rain events per year with maximum in-
tensities up to 100 mm h1 in 6 min. To anticipate and
manage flooding hazards, the city of Marseille has set
up a 6-min, real-time telemetering network of 25 tip-
ping-bucket rain gauges (Fig. 1) and about 100 stage
recorders. This network is complemented by dedicated
warning bulletins and the Meteo (radar, satellite, and
lightning) operational data, both provided by Météo-
France. During HIRE’98, the operational networks of
rain gauges and stage recorders were complemented
with two light configuration weather radar systems (see
Fig. 1): (i) a mobile X-band vertically pointing radar
system (hereafter the X-Pointer radar), installed at the
site of Vernet, the location of the city sewage network
management headquarters, and (ii) a mobile X-band
radar system located at the site of Vallon Dol, 11 km
north of the Vernet site. The latter location was previ-
ously used for urban rainfall measurement over the city
FIG. 1. Topography of Marseille and location of the
measurement devices.
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of Marseille with an X-band radar system (Delrieu et al.
1997). This radar was operated with an RHI scanning
protocol (hence, it will be designated as X-RHI radar in
the following). The beam axis of the X-Pointer radar
was intentionally set in the scanning plane of the
X-RHI radar. The X-Pointer radar belongs to the Wa-
ter and Environmental Management Research Center
of the University of Bristol, in the United Kingdom,
and the X-RHI radar to the Laboratoire d’étude
des Transferts en Hydrologie et Environnement in
Grenoble, France. The technical characteristics of these
radar systems are listed in Table 1. Their relative con-
figuration is presented in Fig. 2. In addition to these
radar systems, there were two weather stations at each
of the two sites. In the following study, we used the data
from the radar systems, the Vallon Dol weather station
rain gauge, and the operational rain gauge network.
b. Selected rain events
We have concentrated on the three most intense rain
events of the HIRE’98 experiment, which occurred on
7 September 1998 (hereafter the 09/07 rain event), 11
September 1998 (hereafter the 09/11 rain event), and 5
October 1998 (hereafter the 10/05 rain event). Figure 3
displays the total rain accumulations over the area for
the three rain events, using the kriging technique for
mapping the individual rain gauge estimates (Creutin
and Obled 1982). The 09/07 rain event was very intense.
However, because of a problem with the X-RHI radar,
we have focused on a period of approximately 2 h (142
min). The rain gauge network recorded maximum rain
intensity peaks of about 70 mm h1 in 6 min, with total
accumulations varying between 2.8 and 38.6 mm among
the 25 rain gauges and maximum horizontal gradients
of about 30 mm within 10 km. The 09/11 rain event lasts
about 3 h. The maximum rain intensity peaks recorded
were about 60 mm h1 in 6 min, with total accumula-
tions varying between 16.4 and 39.6 mm, and maximum
horizontal gradients of about 15 mm within 10 km. The
10/05 rain event lasts about 4 h and 30 min. The maxi-
mum rain intensity peaks recorded were about 40 mm
h1 on 6 min, with total accumulations varying from 0
to 60 mm and maximum horizontal gradients of about
40 mm within 5 km.
To further quantify the magnitude of the rain events,
we present the path-integrated attenuation (PIA) af-
fecting the X-RHI radar measurements. Using the con-
cepts of the “mountain reference technique” (“MRT”)
proposed for the Marseille area by Delrieu et al. (1997),
and further developed by Delrieu et al. (1999a) and
Serrar et al. (2000), the PIA was estimated between the
X-RHI radar and the mountain echoes, located at a
distance of about 15 km from the radar site (Fig. 1). The
method used to estimate the PIA from mountain radar
echoes will be recalled in section 4a(1). Figure 4 pre-
sents the evolution of the estimated PIA with time, for
the three selected rain events. The strong attenuation
occurring during the three events can be easily ob-
served. For the 09/07 rain event, the maximum (two
way) PIA is about 30 dB. The corresponding path-
averaged rain intensity derived from the rain gauge net-
work is about 40 mm h1 over the 15-km range. For the
09/11 rain event, the maximum PIA is about 20 dB and
the path-averaged rain intensity is about 30 mm h1
over the 15-km range. For the 10/05 rain event, the
maximum PIA is about 15 dB and the corresponding
path-averaged rain intensity is about 20 mm h1. Such
results are consistent with the attenuation–rain rate re-
lationships to be presented in section 3.
c. Raw VPR data analysis
The two radar systems described previously provide
different measurements. The X-Pointer radar provides
HTIs, that is, the evolution of the VPR with time. Be-
cause the beam axis of the X-Pointer radar coincides in
the scanning plane of the X-RHI radar, it is possible to
extract the VPR from the X-RHI radar data above the
Vernet site. The possibility to observe and analyze
measurements of the same region of the atmosphere,
TABLE 1. Radar parameters.
Parameter X-Pointer X-RHI
Scan type HTI RHI
Frequency (GHz) 9.4 9.4
Wavelength (cm) 3.2 3.2
Peak power (kW) 25 40
Pulse length (s) 0.05 2
PRF (Hz) 650 500
Antenna size (m) 1.2 1.2
Gain (dB) 38 38.8
Beamwidth (°) 1.8 1.8
FIG. 2. Configuration of the two radar systems.
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FIG. 3. Total accumulations (mm) for the three rain events: the
rain gauge locations () and the X-band radar systems ().
FIG. 4. PIA deduced from the variations of the mountain echo
reflectivity value (15 km from the radar), for the three rain events.
The bold lines indicate the periods for which the path-integrated
rain rate between the radar and the mountain is below 2.5 mm
h1.
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and, hence, the same precipitation with two ground-
based radar systems, offers an interesting opportunity
to study multiradar compositing, with the objective of
characterizing the vertical structure of intense Mediter-
ranean precipitation.
The first step of the analysis consists of the compari-
son of the raw HTI obtained from the two radar sys-
tems to emphasize the similarities and the differences
between the two datasets. To perform such a compari-
son, we have first to homogenize the data, in terms of
their temporal and spatial resolution. The X-Pointer
radar HTIs have a temporal resolution of 4 s and a
radial resolution of 7.5 m. The HTIs derived from
X-RHI radar have a temporal resolution of 1 min and a
radial resolution of 125 m. The X-Pointer radar data
were, therefore, averaged to obtain the temporal and
spatial resolution of 1 min and 125 m, respectively. It
was observed that the lowest elevation angle X-RHI
measurements are affected by screening effects attrib-
uted to a small hill in the vicinity of the Vallon Dol
radar site. Subsequently, the X-RHI radar HTIs are
displayed only above an altitude of about 500 m (see
Fig. 5). To quantify the comparison of the two datasets,
we shall use the following criteria:
• the determination coefficient, that is, the square of
the correlation coefficient;
• the Nash criterion (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970), also
called efficiency
Eff  1 

i1
n
Yi  Xi
2

i1
n
Xi  X
2
; and 1
• the root-mean-square error
FIG. 5. HTIs derived from raw X-RHI and X-Pointer measurements for the three rain events. The dashed lines indicate the range
of altitude (0.8  h  4 km) on which the comparison criteria are calculated.
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Fig 5 live 4/C
rmse  1n  1i1
n
Yi  Xi
2, 2
where X is the reference variable, X is its mean, and Y
is the tested variable. These criteria will be calculated
with the two radar measurements (expressed in dBZ)
for a range of altitudes starting from 0.8 km, to avoid
ground echoes contamination in the X-RHI data [see
section 4a(1)], up to 4 km to be below or just at the
altitude of the melting layer (see section 3a). This
analysis provides information on the structure of the
rain events themselves and on the errors affecting the
two radar systems.
The HTIs of the three rain events, displayed in Fig. 5,
highlight the differences in their structure. The 09/07
rain event is clearly a convective event, with a high
vertical development reaching an altitude of about 7–8
km, the presence of intense convective cells, and a sig-
nificant intermittency. The 09/11 rain event is a
“mixed” event, presenting intense cells, but also a light
bright band associated to the melting layer at an alti-
tude of about 4 km. The 10/05 rain event is a stratiform
event, with a strong bright band at an altitude of about
3 km. The last two events exhibit less intermittency and
lower vertical developments. These three rain events
are contrasted and thought to be representative of the
intense Mediterranean precipitation.
Figure 5 shows the general similarities between the
measurements of the two radar systems. For all of the
rain events, the two radar systems measure the same
general structure for the HTIs, especially in terms of
temporal dynamics of the VPR. This cofluctuation of
the two measurements is quantified via the scatter dia-
grams and the comparison criteria presented in Fig. 6.
The values of the determination coefficient (0.18, 0.46,
and 0.73 for the three events, respectively) are rela-
tively low, though significantly different from 0. The
more convective the events are, the less the HTIs co-
fluctuate. Temporal integration over a 5-min time step
allows for significant improvement of the cofluctuation
between the two HTI series (determination coefficients
of 0.26, 0.64, and 0.88), mostly by reducing the effects of
imprecise time synchronization between the two mea-
surements. However, the efficiency and the rmse are
not significantly improved, an indication of the influ-
ence of other sources of bias.
Other forms of discrepancy may be inferred from
Fig. 5. The first appears in the range of reflectivity val-
ues. For the three rain events, the X-Pointer radar pro-
vides stronger reflectivities than the X-RHI radar. For
the 09/07 (09/11 and 10/05, respectively) rain event, the
maximum value of reflectivity is about 68 (65 and 53)
dBZ for the X-Pointer radar, while it is 50 (47 and 48)
dBZ for the X-RHI radar. This higher level of reflec-
tivity for the X-Pointer radar is consistent across all of
the HTI, highlighting the problem of calibration for the
two radars, in particular, the X-Pointer radar.
Another form of discrepancy comes from the fact
that some cells are either not measured or are signifi-
cantly underestimated by one of the radars. For ex-
ample, during the 09/07 rain between time steps 90 and
110, the X-Pointer radar measures a strong cell, even
though the X-RHI radar measures almost nothing be-
cause of the attenuation occurring between the Vernet
and the Vallon Dol sites. Alternatively, between time
steps 70 and 90, the vertical development of the cell is
about 6 km for the X-Pointer radar, while it is about 8
km for the X-RHI radar. We find the same problem
during the 09/11 and 10/05 rain events—the vertical de-
velopment of the cells is about 6 km for the X-Pointer
radar, while it is about 7.5 km for the X-RHI radar.
These effects are directly related to the attenuation suf-
fered by X-band radars, particularly when high rainfall
intensities occur.
Significant reflectivity enhancement may be ob-
served in the lowest levels of the VPR measured by the
X-Pointer radar, a feature that cannot be confirmed by
the X-RHI radar because of the mentioned screening
effect.
Finally, this analysis of the raw VPR data emphasizes
the different sources of error affecting the measure-
ments of the two radars and the next section presents
the methods that are used to correct for them, in order
to obtain reliable estimates of the VPR.
3. Rain measurement at attenuating wavelengths
The comparison of the two raw radar datasets high-
lights the attenuation affecting these measurements. In
the present section, we first explain the method per-
formed to obtain consistent relations between the radar
observables using a given drop size distribution. In a
second part, we detail the algorithms applied to correct
for the attenuation.
a. (Z, k, R) relations
The knowledge of the microstructure of rainfall is
essential for active microwave remote sensing. Particu-
larly, the properties (size, shape, etc. . .) of the rain-
drops form the physical basis of weather radar mea-
surement (e.g., Doviak and Zrnic 1993). In this section,
we focus on the DSD and on the estimation of consis-
tent (Z, k, R) relations using a given DSD (Delrieu et
al. 1991,1999a). Sempere-Torres et al. (1994) proposed
to express the DSD as follows:
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FIG. 6. Scatter diagrams for HTIs derived from raw X-RHI and X-Pointer measurements for the three rain
events, at a time step of (left) 1 and (right) 5 min. Only the points above 0.8 km and below 4 km of altitude are
considered.
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ND, R  RgDR, 3
where D is the raindrop diameter and R the rainfall
intensity; R is a rain-rate integral variable and corre-
sponds approximately to the third-order weighted mo-
ment of the DSD,
R 

6
CR
Dmin
Dmax
D3ND,RVtD dD, 4
where Dmin and Dmax are the minimum and maximum
diameters of the raindrops, respectively, Vt is the ter-
minal velocity for a raindrop of D diameter, and CR is
a constant depending on the units employed. If R is in
mm h1, Vt in m s
1, N(D, R) in cm4, and D is in cm,
the value of CR is 3.6  10
6. The terminal velocities
were obtained from Beard’s model (Beard 1976). If the
general function g can be described by an exponential
model, the DSD model N(D, R) can be written as
ND,R  CR expRD. 5
Delrieu et al. (1999a) proposed to fit the shape param-
eters 	 and 
 using experimental DSD and then to
calculate N0  C R
 for a range of rain rates (5–100 mm
h1) in order to satisfy the rain-rate integral Eq. (4),
N0  R6 CRDmin
Dmax
D3 expRDVtD dD.
6
A power-law relationship between N0 and R with C and
 as parameters is fitted to the obtained plots to pro-
vide a rain-scaled DSD.
Considering a given DSD, it is possible to express the
equivalent reflectivity factor Z and the attenuation co-
efficient k as function of the DSD:
Z  CZ
Dmin
Dmax
ND,RbD dD, 7
k  Ck
Dmin
Dmax
ND,RQtD dD, 8
where b and Qt are the backscattering and total at-
tenuation cross sections, respectively; CZ and Ck are
constants depending on the units employed. If Z is in
mm6 m3, k is in dB km1, and b and Qt are in cm
2,
then the values of CZ and Ck are 0.40  10
12 and 0.43
 106, respectively. Using the analytical solutions from
Mie theory, the Z and k values corresponding to a
range of rain rate (5–100 mm h1) can be calculated.
Then, the coefficients of the Z–R and k–R power rela-
tions are fitted on the previously obtained tables of (Z
versus R) and (k versus R), respectively. With such a
procedure, the DSD and the (Z, k, R) relations are
dependent on two parameters, 	 and 
.
The approach presented in this paper has been tested
with two different DSD parameterizations. The first
one (“Marseille,” Delrieu et al. 1997) corresponds to
stratiform rain and the second to convective rain (Salles
et al. 1999). However, the results are similar for both,
suggesting that the influence of the DSD parameteriza-
tion is limited (see Berne et al. 2004, in which related
results also show limited dependency on the DSD pa-
rameterization). Therefore, in the following we shall
consider only the first DSD parameterization, which
corresponds to a mean DSD for Mediterranean rainfall
in this area. Both (	, 
) and the deduced Z–k–R rela-
tions are presented in Table 2. The Z–R relation is close
to the widely used one Z  200R1.6 (Marshall et al.
1955). The relations are adapted to attenuating wave-
lengths and are consistent with the rainfall integral
equation. We shall suppose hereafter that the DSD is
uniform in space and consistent throughout the rain
event. It is a strong assumption, certainly incorrect in
the case of cold clouds melting layer within which both
ice and liquid phases are present (above and below
the melting layer, respectively). However, we are inter-
ested in the lower part of the VPR for hydrological
applications (e.g., Berne et al. 2004). Moreover, the
available dataset does not allow an improved param-
eterization of the DSD. Consequently, as already men-
tioned, our quantitative analysis will be performed up
to an altitude of 4 km (about the top of the melting
layer for the 09/11 rain event), in order to limit the
influence of the bright band on the attenuation correc-
tion.
b. Attenuation correction
In this section, we detail the different attenuation
correction algorithms that have been applied: (i) the
classical algorithm derived from the analytical solution
proposed by Hitschfeld and Bordan (1954; hereafter
HB algorithm), (ii) an algorithm proposed by Marzoug
and Amayenc (1994; hereafter MA algorithm), which
makes use of a PIA estimate that is possibly available at
a given range, and (iii) an algorithm based on an inverse
method proposed by Vignal et al. (2003; hereafter
VADC algorithm).
TABLE 2. DSD parameterization from Delrieu et al. (1997) and
associated (Z, k, R) relations (Z is in mm6 m3, k is in dB km1,
and R is in mm h1).
	 
 Z–R k–R
39.9 0.195 Z  236 R1.53 k  7.3  103 R1.25
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1) THE HITSCHFELD–BORDAN ALGORITHM
We define the measured radar reflectivity factor as
follows:
Zmr 
Prr
2
C
, 9
where Pr is the power received by the radar and C the
weather radar constant. Let us also define the apparent
radar reflectivity factor as follows:
Zar  ZrcAr, 10
where c represents the radar calibration error factor;
A(r) is the two-way attenuation factor:
Ar  exp 2ln1010 0
r
ks ds. 11
Note that the PIA variable (expressed in dB) used
throughout the text corresponds to PIAdB(r)  10
log10 [A(r)]. In (11), k is the one-way attenuation coef-
ficient (dB km1). In the following, [2ln(10)]/10 will be
approximated by 0.46. Assuming calibration and at-
tenuation to be the dominant error sources in the con-
sidered radar configuration may lead to write Za  Zm.
We also assume power-law relationships for the vari-
ables (Z, k, R) and, thus, may write
Z  aRb Z  ckd k  eRf. 12
So (11) may be expressed as follows:
Ar  exp 0.46
0
r Zsc 1d ds. 13
Using (13) and (10) yields the following differential
equation (Marzoug and Amayenc 1994):
dAr1d
dr
 
0.46
d Zmrcc 
1d
. 14
We now take into consideration the range r0 where the
radar reflectivity factor sampling is started or where the
reflectivity factors can be considered free from ground
returns resulting from the sidelobes of the beam pat-
terns. In the following, r0 is referred to as the blind
range. Integrating (14) between r0 and r yields
Ar  Ar01d  Sr0, r
c
1d d, 15
where
Sr0, r 
0.46
d r0
r Zmsc 1d ds; 16
A(r0) represents the attenuation in the blind range and
is called the preliminary attenuation hereafter. Com-
bining (10) with (15) and (16) yields
Zr 
Zmr
Ar0c1d  0.46d r0
r
Zmsc
1d dsd .
17
This formulation is very similar to the one proposed by
Hitschfeld and Bordan (1954) and is designated as the
HB solution herein, or, when numerical implementa-
tion is considered, the HB algorithm. This analytical
solution is known to be instable (Hitschfeld and Bordan
1954). For X-band radar systems, Delrieu et al. (1999a)
have shown that the implementation of the HB algo-
rithm requires both very accurate radar calibration and
PIA values below 10 dB to provide reliable solutions.
2) THE MARZOUG–AMAYENC ALGORITHM
To solve the instability problem of the HB solution,
various algorithms using the PIA as constraint have
been developed. We present in the following, the prin-
ciple of the algorithm proposed by Marzoug and Amay-
enc (1994). As previously, calibration and attenuation
are assumed to be the dominant error sources and Za 
Zm.
Integrating (14) between r and a range rm where the
PIA is known yields
Ar  Arm1d  Sr, rmc 
1d
. 18
Equation (18), combined with (11), gives the MA algo-
rithm formulation
Zr 
Zmr
Armc
1d  Sr, rm
d . 19
As opposed to the HB algorithm, the MA algorithm is
unconditionally stable. Moreover, the correction is
more efficient when strong attenuation occurs though
on the contrary; it is less reliable when attenuation is
weak.
3) THE HYBRID ALGORITHM
The PIA is estimated with the mountain reference
technique (detailed in section 4), and the accuracy of
these estimations is typically limited to approximately
2.5 dB (Delrieu et al. 1999b). As explained previously,
the MA algorithm is less efficient with low PIA. There-
fore, we define a hybrid algorithm (HY algorithm here-
after) that combines the HB algorithm for low PIA and
the MA algorithm for higher PIA. The threshold was
fixed at 2.5 dB. The HY algorithm provides a reliable
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correction for all possible PIA values. However, the
MA and HY algorithms require PIA measurements
that are unlikely to be available in every direction for
conventional ground-based radar configurations.
4) THE VIGNAL ET AL. ALGORITHM
To extend the correction capability of the HB algo-
rithm, Vignal et al. (2003) proposed a new attenuation
correction algorithm based on inverse theory. This al-
gorithm is briefly described in the following. Using (12)
and (13), (10) can be written for a given rain rate R as
Zar  caR
brAr0 exp0.46
r0
r
eRfr ds.
20
Equation (20) constitutes the so-called attenuation
model, that is, it expresses the link between the variable
of interest (the rain rate R) and the data (the apparent
radar reflectivity factor Za). Because of the nature of
the radar system data acquisition, these variables are
discrete, with a spatial resolution denoted r and com-
posed of np values. We may arrange the components as
vectors, and so define Za, {Za(i), i  i0, np} and R, {R(i),
i  i0, np}, where i0 corresponds to the blind range. The
attenuation model is then discretized and it is possible
to express (20) in a general formulation (Vignal et al.
2003),
Za  mR, 21
where m represents the model linking Za and R. The
formulation (21) represents the direct problem. The in-
verse problem consists in the estimation of the rain-rate
profile along a radar tilt knowing the attenuation model
Za  m(R) and the measured reflectivity factor profile
Zm, {Zm(i), i  i0, np}. The originality of the inverse
method is to use additional, so-called a priori, informa-
tion to constrain the solution and, thus, avoid the insta-
bility problem of the HB solution. Depending on the
inverse problem structure and on the confidence on the
data quality, the a priori information may be given vari-
ous weights in the estimation procedure. Because the
attenuation model [Eq. (20)] is underdetermined (as
shown by Haddad et al. 1995) and nonlinear, the a
priori information is essential in the present context to
obtain reliable rain-rate profiles. Menke (1989) demon-
strated that the solution vector R* in terms of maxi-
mum likelihood satisfies the following relation:
R*  R0  VRMTMVRMT  VZ1Zm  mR*
 MR*  R0, 22
where the operator T signifies the transpose of the ma-
trix; R0 represents the a priori information vector, VZ
and VR are the covariance matrices associated to the
residuals (Za  Zm) and (R  R0), respectively, which
are assumed to be Gaussian (or at least unimodal) and
unbiased. As opposed to the assumptions made for the
previous algorithms, the radar measurement error is
also taken into account and represented by the residual
(Za  Zm). The matrix of the partial derivatives of m
evaluated at R* is M. Because the model m is nonlinear,
(22) must be solved iteratively and the VADC algo-
rithm may be expressed as
Rk1  R0  VRMkTMkVRMkT  VZ1Zm  mRk
 MkRk  R0, 23
where Rk is the result of the kth iteration and Mk the
partial derivatives of the matrix M, evaluated at Rk. The
VADC algorithm provides the best rain-rate profile in
terms of maximum likelihood criterion, having assumed
an attenuation model and the statistical characteristics
of the residuals (Za  Zm) and (R  R0).
4. Application to the VPR estimation with the two
X-band radar systems
To analyze quantitatively indirect measurements,
such as radar-rainfall measurements, it is essential to
check the calibration of the sensors. Additionally, as
the radar systems operate at attenuating wavelengths, it
is necessary to correct for the attenuation affecting
their measurements, using the algorithms presented in
the previous section.
a. X-RHI radar system
The mountain echo at about 15 km from the X-RHI
radar site (see Fig. 1) provides the opportunity to cali-
brate the radar, using the MRT described by Serrar et
al. (2000).
1) CALIBRATION USING THE MRT
Briefly, the PIA values are calculated as the differ-
ence between an average dry weather apparent reflec-
tivity of the reference target (a mountain in this con-
text) and the observed value at a given time step during
rainy conditions. Figure 4 presents the PIA values de-
duced from the variations of the mountain echo reflec-
tivity values. The noisy dry weather signal induces a
minimum detectable PIA of about 2 dB and a maxi-
mum accuracy of about 2.5 dB, according to Delrieu et
al. (1999b). Once PIAs have been estimated, the radar
calibration can be performed. Integrating (14) between
r0 and rm yields the PIA constraint equation
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Amrm
1d  Ar0
1d 
Sr0, rm
c
1d , 24
where Am(rm) is the measured PIA factor; S(r0, rm) is
estimated with the first measured reflectivity profile,
which is sufficiently above the mountaintop to avoid
ground echo contamination. In our study, the moun-
taintop has an altitude of about 450 m and the elevation
angle chosen was 2.8°. This profile is referred to here-
after as the “low profile.” It is important to note that
the corresponding beam altitude over the Vernet site is
about 0.8 km, and, hence, the VPRs extracted from the
X-RHI measurements will start at 0.8 km. To avoid the
blind range attenuation estimation, we have selected
only the time steps that have very low rain rates at the
X-RHI radar site, as determined with a collocated rain
gauge, and, hence, A(r0)  1. The calibration error fac-
tor c is chosen to maximize the consistency of (24) in
terms of efficiency over a number of successive time
steps. The selection of the calibration error factor rep-
resents a global adjustment, taking into account the
electronic calibration error itself and also, in part, pos-
sible DSD modeling errors. Table 3 gives c and the
efficiency values obtained for the three rain events with
the DSD chosen. The adjusted calibration error factor
is about 3 dB for the more stratiform events (09/11
and 10/05), and about 2 dB for the more convective
event (09/07). This difference corresponds to the com-
pensation for the error resulting from the DSD param-
eterization (see Serrar et al. 2000). Once the X-RHI
radar data have been calibrated, we have to deal with
the attenuation problem.
2) ATTENUATION CORRECTION USING THE HY
AND VADC ALGORITHMS
Taking into account the strong observed PIAs, the
HB algorithm must be discarded for the attenuation
correction of the X-RHI data. The strategy followed
hereafter is to use the HY algorithm when a PIA esti-
mation is available, that is, for the low profile, and the
VADC algorithm elsewhere, that is, for higher eleva-
tion angles.
The HY-corrected low profile of reflectivity is trans-
formed to a rain-rate profile, and its accuracy is as-
sessed through the comparison with the measurements
from the rain gauges located near the axis of the RHI.
Figure 7 presents the scatter diagrams between the raw
and corrected X-RHI low-profile rain rates and the rain
gauge rain rates for the three rain events. For the 09/07,
09/11, and 10/05 rain events, respectively, the determi-
nation coefficient increases from 0.05, 0.41, and 0.73 for
the raw radar measurements to 0.65, 0.66, and 0.78 once
corrected. In the same way, the efficiency increases
from 0.46, 0.32, and 0.19 for the raw radar measure-
ments to 0.56, 0.51, and 0.75 once corrected. These val-
ues show that the HY attenuation correction provides
significant skill for the low profile, despite the remain-
ing dispersion in the scatter diagrams notably for the
convective event.
The VADC algorithm is then applied to correct the
upper-elevation measurements. The hypothesis of uni-
modal and unbiased residuals required to apply the in-
verse method have been verified for intense Mediter-
ranean precipitation by Vignal et al. (2003). As high-
lighted in the previous section, the a priori information
is essential for the resolution of the attenuation prob-
lem. Because the corrected low profile has proved re-
liable in comparison with rain gauge measurements, we
use it as a priori information for the radar tilt just above
the low profile. Then this corrected profile becomes the
a priori information for the next profile, and so on. To
satisfy the assumption of unbiased residuals (RR0), it
is necessary to correct for the bias resulting from the
natural decrease of rain rate with the altitude. To do so,
the average vertical rain-rate profile is calculated, using
the measured radar reflectivity factors and the Z–R re-
lation. This average vertical rain-rate profile represents
the decrease of rain rate with the altitude, despite the
effects of attenuation. The unbiased a priori informa-
tion is obtained by using this average vertical rain-rate
profile to condition the corrected below profile. Fur-
thermore, as opposed to the MA algorithm, the VADC
algorithm requires knowledge of the attenuation in the
blind range. The preliminary attenuation is estimated
using the rain gauge–measured rain rate at the radar
site and the k–R relation according to the procedure
proposed by Delrieu et al. (1997). To illustrate the im-
portance of the correction performed, the raw and the
corrected RHI images for a time step with attenuation
larger than 15 dB are displayed in Fig. 8. The correction
effects are impressive. No aberrant values could be de-
tected by a visual inspection of the RHI animations.
However, to quantify the relevance of the correction
performed, it is necessary to compare the HTIs de-
duced from the corrected X-RHI and X-Pointer data
(see section 5 below).
TABLE 3. X-RHI calibration factor c and corresponding
efficiency for the three rain events.
Date Calibration factor c Efficiency
07 Sep 1998 0.661 (1.8 dB) 0.41
11 Sep 1998 0.468 (3.3 dB) 0.69
05 Oct 1998 0.479 (3.2 dB) 0.28
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FIG. 7. Comparison of rain gauge rain rates with rain rates derived (left) from raw low-profile X-RHI measure-
ments and (right) from corrected low-profile X-RHI measurements using the hybrid algorithm, for the three rain
events.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of (left) raw and (right) corrected X-RHI images for the three rain events. The PIA is about
22 dB for the example taken during the 09/07 rain event, about 21 dB for the 09/11 rain event, and about 15 dB
for the 10/05 rain event. The vertical dotted line figures the beam axis of the X-Pointer radar.
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Fig 8 live 4/C
b. X-pointer radar system
Certainly, a necessary condition for multiradar com-
positing is to ensure accurate intercalibration of the
radar systems. In the following we shall rely on the
calibration of the X-RHI radar (obtained with the
MRT and assessed in comparison with the rain gauge
network) to calibrate the X-Pointer data. Following
this, the attenuation affecting the X-Pointer measure-
ments will be corrected.
1) INTERCALIBRATION WITH THE X-RHI RADAR
Following Cluckie et al. (2000), the possible calibra-
tion error of the X-Pointer radar may be compensated
for using a linear correction,
Zm
c  AZm  B, 25
where (A, B) are two constants. Respectively, Zm and
Zcm are the measured and calibrated measured radar
reflectivity factor, expressed in dBZ. This formulation
takes into account a possible error resulting from the
incorrect application of the radar receiver slope. The
X-RHI radar has been calibrated using the MRT on the
low profile. To intercalibrate the two radar systems, we
use the intersection of the low profile of the X-RHI
radar with the X-Pointer beam axis, at an altitude
of about 800 m. The X-Pointer reflectivity factors
were then calibrated with a given set (A, B) and the
X-Pointer attenuation is corrected using the HB algo-
rithm. The stability of the HB algorithm should be cer-
tainly ensured, at least over the 800 first meters above
ground level. Because the X-Pointer had no radome,
the preliminary attenuation was assumed to be negli-
gible. Next, the intercalibrated and attenuation-cor-
rected measurements from both radars may be com-
pared. The X-Pointer radar system is calibrated with
the (A, B) set, which induces the greatest proximity
between the first principal component and the first bi-
sector. Table 4 presents the optimal (A, B) set obtained
for the three rain events. One may notice that the in-
tercalibration error of the X-Pointer radar is significant.
According to the values of the slope coefficient of
about 0.85, a receiver calibration defect is most likely.
Moreover, there is a systematic offset between 2 and
5 dB. This analysis must take into account the relative
confidence in the X-RHI radar calibration, which may
explain part of the difference in the offsets obtained for
the three rain events.
2) ATTENUATION CORRECTION USING THE HB
ALGORITHM
Because the X-Pointer is a vertically pointing radar,
no PIA measurement is available, and so the MA or
HY algorithms cannot be used. Because of the decrease
of rain rate with altitude, we assumed that the PIA
associated with the VPR is low enough to apply the
HB algorithm for the attenuation correction of the
X-Pointer measurements. As for the X-Pointer calibra-
tion, we assume the preliminary attenuation to be neg-
ligible. Figure 9 presents the PIA values deduced from
the corrected X-Pointer measurements with time at the
altitude of 4 km. One may notice that the maximum
PIA value is about 3 dB for the 09/07 rain event, about
4 dB for the 09/11 rain event, and about 7 dB for the
10/05 rain event. For the latter rain event, the high PIA
is a result of two very brief but very intense cells just
before time step 500. Nevertheless, the stability of the
HB algorithm is thought to be ensured for such PIAs.
These graphs also show that the X-Pointer measure-
ments may be affected by nonnegligible attenuation ef-
fects during intense rain events. It must be also stressed
that the choice of a unique DSD parameterization leads
to erroneous attenuation correction in and above the
bright band.
5. Performance assessment
We can now compare the raw, intercalibrated, and
corrected HTIs in order to assess the relevance of the
corrections performed. Practically, the HTIs derived
from the X-RHI measurements begin at an altitude of
about 800 m, which is the altitude of the radar beam for
the low profile above the Vernet site. Therefore, the
HTIs derived from the X-Pointer measurements were
truncated at 800 m as well for the calculations of the
criteria and, therefore, the low-altitude region is not
considered, despite the variability of the VPR mea-
sured by the X-Pointer radar in this region. As ex-
plained before, the criteria calculations are also trun-
cated at an altitude of 4 km to remain below or at the
melting layer altitude.
First, to analyze the improvement resulting from the
intercalibration of the two radar systems, the quantita-
tive comparison criteria calculated from the scatter dia-
grams are presented in Fig. 10. The bias is reduced as
shown by the increase of the efficiency (from 0.11,
TABLE 4. X-Pointer intercalibration relations and corresponding
efficiency for the three rain events.
Date Relation Efficiency
07 Sep 1998 Zcm  0.81Zm  2.1 0.52
11 Sep 1998 Zcm  0.80Zm  5.5 0.66
05 Oct 1998 Zcm  0.89Zm  1.3 0.62
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0.25, and 0.45 to 0.05, 0.46, and 0.73 for the three
events, respectively) and by the decrease of the rmse
(from 13.6, 8.98, and 6.53 to 10.75, 6.60, and 4.15). Nev-
ertheless, the cofluctuation is not improved, as shown
by the stability of the determination coefficient. It in-
dicates that a bias still remains (the scatters are not
aligned on the first bisector). The intercalibration is an
important step, but the correction for the attenuation of
the radar measurement is necessary.
Figure 11 presents the HTIs derived from the attenu-
ation-corrected radar measurements for the three rain
events. The X-RHI HTIs are the most influenced by the
attenuation correction, which is consistent with the fact
that the PIA was larger for the X-RHI measurements.
In fact, the bright band is more contrasted for the 09/11
and 10/05 rain events. For the 09/11 event, the cell
around time step 180 becomes quite comparable be-
tween the two radar systems. For the 10/05 event, it is
similar for the cell around time step 375. The attenua-
tion affecting the X-Pointer measurements is also sig-
nificant, as illustrated by the two very small and intense
cells around time step 500, which becomes similar on
the two HTIs after the attenuation correction. How-
ever, significant differences still remain. In particular,
for the 09/07 rain event, the correction applied to the
X-RHI measurements around time step 100 is consid-
erable, but still insufficient to be close to the corrected
X-Pointer measurements. Similarly, considering the pe-
riod around time step 75, a relatively intense cell be-
tween 5.5 and 6.5 km of altitude is seen by the X-RHI
radar and not by the X-Pointer radar, despite the cor-
rection.
This qualitative analysis is confirmed by the quanti-
tative comparison criteria that are calculated. The scat-
ter diagrams of the corrected HTIs are shown in Fig. 12.
One may observe an improvement for the 09/07 and
09/11 rain events, because the points are globally closer
to the first bisector and the dispersion decreases in
comparison with the intercalibrated scatter diagrams.
Quantitatively, it is shown by the increase of the deter-
mination coefficient (of about 0.2), the increase of the
efficiency (of about 0.1), and the decrease of rmse (of
about 1 dBZ). The comparison criteria remain almost
unchanged for the 10/05 rain event. The determination
coefficient slightly increases (0.02), which indicates a
scatter shape that is closer to a straight line. However,
the efficiency slightly decreases (0.04) and the rmse
slightly increases (0.26 dBZ), which indicates that the
dispersion increases. The attenuation correction does
not significantly improve the consistency between the
HTIs for the 10/05 rain event. It must be noted that the
attenuation affecting the X-RHI measurements is less
important for this rain event. The temporal integration
to a 5-min time step improves again the consistency
between the two radar datasets, which become very
close for the 09/11 and 10/05 rain events (r2  0.8, Eff
	 0.8, and rmse  4.4). The similarity between the two
radar datasets is less clear for the 09/07 rain event,
which is the most convective and intense rain event,
and, thus, is the most affected by attenuation.
However, it must be noted that the comparison cri-
teria we applied are strict because they are defined for
1D data series. Berne et al. (2004) used the obtained
X-Pointer VPR to correct the measurements for the
FIG. 9. PIAs (dB) derived from corrected X-Pointer
measurement at the altitude of 4 km, for the three rain events.
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FIG. 10. Scatter diagrams for HTIs derived from intercalibrated X-RHI and X-Pointer measurements for the
three rain events, at a time step of (left) 1 and (right) 5 min. Only the points above 0.8 km and below 4 km of
altitude are considered.
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vertical heterogenity of rainfall from an S-band radar
located at about 100 km of the studied area. The sig-
nificant improvement of the cofluctuation of the rain
gauge and S-band radar measurements (at a 6-min time
step) shows that the performed calibration error and
attenuation corrections are relevant, despite the re-
maining uncertainties. It also shows the likelihood of
the strong reflectivity enhancements that are measured
by the X-Pointer radar (see Fig. 11) in the first kilome-
ter of altitude, and that cannot be confirmed by the
X-RHI measurements because they are mainly below
the altitude of 800 m (figured by the dashed line in Fig.
11).
6. Conclusions
This article is focused on the assessment of the VPR
for intense Mediterranean precipitation observed dur-
ing HIRE’98. The work is based on the measurements
of (i) an X-band vertically pointing radar (named
X-Pointer radar) and (ii) an X-band RHI scanning pro-
tocol radar (named X-RHI radar). For three intense
rainfall events, the VPR was studied through the HTI.
The HTIs derived from the two radar systems provide
the opportunity to compare the radar measurements
and to improve their consistency. An initial comparison
was performed between the raw data and emphasized
the general similarities, but also showed evidence of
calibration and attenuation problems. The model used
to parameterize the DSD and to provide consistent (Z,
k, R) relations, based on Mie theory and rain-rate nor-
malization, was detailed. The different attenuation cor-
rection algorithms have been described, and their limi-
tations clearly defined. The calibration of each radar
system has been adjusted before correcting for attenu-
ation. The X-RHI radar was calibrated using the
FIG. 11. HTIs derived from corrected (top) X-RHI and (bottom) X-Pointer measurements for the three rain events. The dashed
lines indicate the range of altitude (0.8  h  4 km) on which the comparison criteria are calculated.
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Fig 11 live 4/C
FIG. 12. Scatter diagrams for HTIs derived from corrected X-RHI and X-Pointer measurements for the three rain
events, at a time step of (left) 1 and (right) 5 min. Only the points above 0.8 km and below 4 km of altitude are
considered.
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mountain reference technique. Attenuation was cor-
rected for by the first low-elevation-angle X-RHI pro-
file not affected by ground echo (designated as the low
profile), using the PIA measurements derived from a
mountain echo. To correct the entire RHI image, an
algorithm based on inverse theory was implemented.
The calibration of the X-Pointer is based on the cor-
rected X-RHI low profile, in order to intercalibrate the
two radar systems. The X-Pointer measurements have
been corrected for attenuation using the Hitschfeld–
Bordan algorithm. Because of the limited PIA values
encountered (7 dB), the stability of this algorithm is
ensured. Finally, a comparison between first the inter-
calibrated and then attenuation-corrected HTIs has
quantitatively shown the improvement to the coher-
ence of the two radar measurements. The importance
of the calibration and attenuation corrections per-
formed is, thus, confirmed. However, it also empha-
sized the limitations of these corrections as a result of
the assumptions being made (e.g., the space–time uni-
formity of the DSD). The analysis of X-band radar
measurements must be performed carefully because at-
tenuation can generate considerable errors, even for
vertical reflectivity profiles of just a few kilometers in
range. Moreover, the correction techniques for X-band
radar cannot totally reduce uncertainty resulting from
attenuation.
The VPR estimation obtained is robust and consis-
tent enough to be used for statistical analysis of the
vertical structure of intense Mediterranean rainfall.
Such an analysis is relevant to improve our understand-
ing of the physical processes involved in the intense
precipitations, as well as to investigate the influence of
the vertical heterogeneity of rainfall on radar measure-
ment (e.g., Berne et al. 2004).
This work is a preliminary step toward the combina-
tion of measurements from different radar systems ded-
icated to rain measurement. It shows the potential but
also the difficulties that the multiradar rainfall estima-
tion implies.
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